
WHAT CAN YOU SEE? 
Find out if the kids can see the name of Jesus and a picture of Him when they close their 
eyes with these optical puzzles. Also a great object lesson to introduce prayer and quiet 
time. 

TOPICS: 
Jesus, Prayer, Quiet time, Just for Fun 

MATERIALS: 
Visual Puzzle for each child [ATTACHED]  

DURATION: 
Approximately 5 minutes 

  

WHAT YOU WILL DO: 
Give each child a copy of the visual puzzle page. Have them concentrate of the first illustration, 
and ask if anyone can read what it says. The correct answer is JESUS. The letters that spell 
Jesus appear from the white spaces between the black designs. 
 
Then, have the children stare at the second illustration for about 25 seconds, and then look at 
something solid white, such as a piece of plain paper. Ask them whom they see. The answer 
again is JESUS. The resulting image will be the reverse of the image seen on the puzzle page. 

  



WHAT CAN YOU SEE? 

 

 

 

1. What do you see when you look at the symbols above? Can you see a famous name? 
 
 
 

 

 

 

2. Stare at the four black dots in the center of this image for 25 seconds.  
Then close your eyes or look at a white sheet of paper. Who do you see? 

 

 

 



DISTRACTIONS 
The devil does his best to make us turn from Jesus. This activity shows how easily we 

can be distracted. 

TOPICS: 
Self-Control, Stand Firm, Temptation, 
Worldliness 

MATERIALS: 
Problem sheet [ATTACHED]  
Pencils, Rubber ball, 
Medium sized stuffed animal 
Pieces of candy for each child 
Noise maker (whistle, clacker, etc.)  

DURATION: 
Approximately 10 minutes 

   

WHAT YOU WILL DO: 
You will give each child a copy of the problem sheet and a pencil. The kids must concentrate on 
the test, and not take their eyes off the paper so they can complete as many of the questions as 
possible in three minutes. While they are trying to take the test, you will distract them tossing a 
stuffed animal up and down for a few moments, by dropping candy in front of them on the table, 
by making noise with a noise maker, and by bouncing a ball on the floor. You will then compare 
this to how there are also many distractions that keep us from making Jesus first in our life, but 
we must try the best we can. You can praise the child who got the furthest but reward every 
child with the candy for their ability to do as well as they did. 

WHAT YOU WILL SAY: 
"When I say go, turn your paper over and try to answer as many questions as you can. Do not 
take your eyes off your paper, and concentrate, because if you can get so many right, you will 
get a special reward. You have three minutes. Ready? Go!" 

(As the children are doing their best with answering the questions during the three minute 
period, distract them as detailed above.) "Okay, everyone stop. How did everyone do?" 

Discussion Questions: 
1. Were the questions easy or hard? 
2. Did the distractions make it easier or harder to answer the questions quickly? 
3. How did you keep from letting the distractions affect you? 
4. Which distraction was the most difficult to ignore? 
5. What can we do to resist the distractions used by the devil to keep us from Jesus? 

 



FUN QUIZ  
 

Answer as many questions as you can in 3 minutes 
 
   

1. What color does mixing red and yellow make? ____  a) blue b) green c) purple d) orange 

    

2. What is the 19th letter of the English alphabet? ____ a) v b) s c) t d) p 

    

3. Which word is spelled incorrectly? ____ a) house b) pupy c) cat d) food 

    

4. Unscramble these letters: SSJUE __ __ __ __ __   

    

5. What does 2 + 4 - 2 = ____  a) 1 b) 4 c) 6 d) 2 

    

6. Two apples and four pears equals how many  
    pieces of fruit? ____ 

a) two b) four c) six d) none 

    

7. Unscramble these letters: ITAHF __ __ __ __ __   

    

8. Which one is a flower? ____ a) sofa b) soup c) tulip d) toilet 

    

9. Which word does not rhyme with rose? a) nose b) hose c) close d) room 

    

10. How many whole numbers are between 9 and 12? ____ a) 3 b) 1 c) 2 d) 4 

    

11. Unscramble these letters: DYUASN __ __ __ __ __ __   

    

12. Which is the largest? ____ a) boat b) shoe c) radio d) oven 

    

13. What color are most ripe apples? ____ a) white b) orange c) red d) pink 

    

14. What color does mixing blue and red make? ____ a) purple b) green c) brown d) red  

    

15. What is the 4th book of the Bible? ____ a) Acts b) Exodus c) Numbers d) Ruth 

    

16. What does 4 X 4 = ____ a) 8 b) 16 c) 12 d) 4 

    

17. Unscramble these letters: RCCUHH __ __ __ __ __ __   

    

18. Which is the smallest? ____ a) telephone b) bed c) truck tire d) apple seed 
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FUN QUIZ  
 

Answer as many questions as you can in 3 minutes 
 
   

1. What color does mixing red and yellow make?  orange  a) blue b) green c) purple d) orange 

    

2. What is the 19th letter of the English alphabet?  s  a) v b) s c) t d) p 

    

3. Which word is spelled incorrectly?  pupy  (should be 
puppy) 

a) house b) pupy c) cat d) food 

    

4. Unscramble these letters: SSJUE  JESUS    

    

5. What does 2 + 4 - 2 =  4  a) 1 b) 4 c) 6 d) 2 

    

6. Two apples and four pears equals how many  
    pieces of fruit?  six  

a) two b) four c) six d) none 

    

7. Unscramble these letters: ITAHF FAITH    

    

8. Which one is a flower?  tulip  a) sofa b) soup c) tulip d) toilet 

    

9. Which word does not rhyme with rose?  room  a) nose b) hose c) close d) room 

    

10. How many whole numbers are between 9 and 12?   2  a) 3 b) 1 c) 2 d) 4 

    

11. Unscramble these letters: DYUASN   SUNDAY    

    

12. Which is the largest?  boat  a) boat b) shoe c) radio d) oven 

    

13. What color are most ripe apples?  red  a) white b) orange c) red d) pink 

    

14. What color does mixing blue and red make?   purple   a) purple b) green c) brown d) red  

    

15. What is the 4th book of the Bible?  Numbers  a) Acts b) Exodus c) Numbers d) Ruth 

    

16. What does 4 X 4 =   16  a) 8 b) 16 c) 12 d) 4 

    

17. Unscramble these letters: RCCUHH   CHURCH    

    

18. Which is the smallest?  apple seed  a) telephone b) bed c) truck tire d) apple seed 
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